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One human, one brain, but how many genomes? 
Our evolving understanding of brain mosaicism 



What is a genetic variant / mutation?
• What types of germline / constitutive variants are there?
• Single nucleotide variant (SNV)

– “point mutation” (à may least to missense, stop, splicing… or be “silent”)

– (Small insertions / deletions)

• Short tandem repeat expansion
– eg (CAG)n

• Structural variant (SV)
– Copy number variant (CNV): Gain or loss of >50 bp

– May be more complex

• Transposable / repetitive element insertion
– Alu, LINE1 retrotransposon

• Whole chromosome gain / loss
– aneuploidy



Mosaicism : The presence of genetically 
distinct cells in an organism

• Can be due to post-zygotic somatic mutation of any type
– SNV
– Tandem repeat expansion
– CNV / SV
– LINE1 etc insertion
– Chromosomal aneuploidy

• (mitochondrial DNA heteroplasmy)



mtDNA is heteroplasmic

16, 530–542 (2015) doi:10.1038/nrg3966

16.5 kb circular DNA (cf nuclear DNA - > 3 Gb, ie > 3 million kb



When would somatic mutations occur?
• Cleavage stage à all germ layers
• Neuroectoderm only (neuronal precursor division)
• Later in life (post mitotic neurons)



But the last thing a developing organism 
needs is somatic mutations?

Somatic mutations may allow selection within organism 

SA Frank, PNAS 2010

• chromosomal duplication is transient 
response to stress in yeast, later replaced 
by smaller duplications (Yona PNAS 2012)

• Somatic recombination as a response to 
stress in plants (Lucht Nat Gen 2002)



But why should this be allowed in the brain?

• Extreme diversity and specificity of neurons generated by “chromosomal 
programming”, analogous to immune system (Dreyer 1967)

• Survival of developmental programmed cell death could depend on 
acquired genetic fitness 

(Oppenheim 1991)



Very early aneuploidy is common in embryos
• Post-zygotic chromosomal instability in >2/3 human embryos

• Apoptosis reduces aneuploidy



DNA breaks and rearrangements occur 
in early neuronal development



How to detect mosaicism in human brain?

• Need the brain!
– Relevant DNA source during life?

• “needle in haystack” problem
– How to find a low level variant in “bulk” DNA?
– What level should we try to detect?

• Single neuron / cell approaches: 
– the genome of a single cell can now be sequenced
– DNA starting material only 6.6 picograms!
– (single cell sequencing widely used for RNA)



Each neuron may have hundreds of 
somatic SNVs (“point mutations”)

• Early developmental origin

• Ageing / post-mitotic?



Single neuron CNVs exist, and may arise 
in early neurodevelopment  (in mice)

DOI 10.1073/pnas.1812702115



In humans, CNVs are present in ~1 in 5 neurons, 
and may be more common in younger individuals

DOI: 10.1016/j.celrep.2018.12.107



Do somatic mutations have a role in 
human neurological disorders?

• (excluding cancer)
• Developmental
• Degenerative



Neurodevelopmental disorders- structural

• DNA from blood
à relevant somatic SNVs

• Focal overgrowth syndromes



Neurodevelopmental disorders with no structural anomaly
• Autism

– Found, but rare?

• Schizophrenia: different L1 insertion profile



Neurodegenerative disorders

• Rare inherited disorders eg Huntington’s
• Common mainly sporadic ones

– Alzheimer’s
– Parkinson’s
– Motor neuron disease (ALS)

• Protein aggregation
• Dysfunction before degeneration
• All have inherited forms
• Hypothesis

– Inherited (germline) mutation in gene X à severe familial form
– Somatic mutation in same gene à mild sporadic form



Repeat expansion disorders
• Mosaicism for tandem repeat number 

– CAG (Huntington’s disease, SCAs…)
– ALS / FTD due to C9orf72
– Always (?) furher enlargement of abnormal expansion

• HD mouse model shows region-specific progressive changes

• Post-mitotic, transcription-mediated



Somatic mutations in Alzheimer’s disease

SNV (point mutations)
• Reported, likely rare

APP recombinants
• CNVs reported
• Further work suggests 

complex novel mechanism



What about Parkinson’s disease 
and related disorders?

• Key protein alpha-synuclein
• Encoded by SNCA
• Rarely familial can have inherited SNCA CNV
• Key brain region substantia nigra



Targeted detection of somatic SNCA CNVs 
in human substantia nigra by FISH

• SNCA
• Reference gene

• SNCA
• Reference gene

Dopaminergic neurons Other



Somatic SNCA CNVs in human substantia nigra…

• Found more often in disease than controls
• Found at low levels ie <10% of cells of a given type in a given case
• May be associated with age of onset and clinical features



What next?



Studying single cell genomes

• Select and isolate relevant cell (or nucleus)
• Amplify whole genome
• Sequence

– Minimal coverage needed for CNV; <<1x
• Differentiate real events from amplification errors / bias



Select and isolate relevant cell (or nucleus)

Laser capture microdissection Nuclear isolation and selection
• sort by fluorescence (FACS)
• Isolate single nuclei on a manual 

device on an inverted microscope



How do you interpret a single cell WGS profile?



Summary

• Mosaicism in the brain due to all types of somatic 
mutations can, and does, exist

• The field in in its infancy, but powerful new tools like 
single cell WGS are allowing its expansion

• A role in some diseases is already established
• Early indications suggest relevance to 

neurodegenerative diseases (Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s)
• Speculation that this may contribute to personality etc
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Transposon mosaicism occurs, rate debated

• LINE1= 17% of our genome!

• Transposon may “jump around” in neuronal precursor cell final divisions

• Estimated 0.2 – 10 novel insertions per human neuron



Aneuploid neurons exist in normal mammalian 
brains, and may be selected against

• Level debated: 1-2%?
• Extreme aneuploidy selected against in developing mouse cortex

(Peterson et al, J Neurosci 2012)



Can we help the developing brain genome?



Could the brain genome change later in life?

• Can’t ignore adult neurogenesis

• …but thinking too much may be bad for your brain DNA!
– At least if you are a mouse





Could somatic SNCA mutations provide 
early selective advantage?

Somatic mutation 
helps precursor / 
neuron survive

Gradual 
accumulation / 

damage of SNCA

PD

• SNCA highly expressed in early 
development

• Synapses crucial in determining 
survival of PCD of post-mitotic cells

Hypothesis (speculation?)



Are there also somatic “point mutations” in 
PD genes? (single nucleotide variants, SNVs)

• Molecular barcode / unique identifier

• SNCA +all PD gene exons

• Sensitive to ~0.3-0.5% level

• None in bulk nigra DNA in ~30 PD, 5 MSA

• Some variants in controls



Prediction of model

Early 
mutation

High load

Early onset, 
severe 

phenotype

Late 
mutation

Low load

Late onset, mild 
(or incidental 
Lewy body 
disease)

Frank PNAS 2010; Poduri Science 2013; Gasser Mov Dis 2013


